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Introduction

Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon and Keenan Mech-Fiber Bale Processor
Thank you for purchasing a Keenan product. The Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon is a TMR
feeder with a difference. The original Keenan mixer wagon became a market leader due to its
reliability and durability, founded on simplicity, fast efficient mixing and feed out and low
horsepower requirements. The Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon has built on these
capabilities by adding the ability to chop and present in a consistent fashion, time and time
again. This ability is the cornerstone of the Keenan Mech-Fiber System, delivering improved
efficiency and profitability on the farm. More recently, the Bale Processor models have
introduced the ability to handle bales of all sizes and types.
The minimum moving parts ensure a robust machine with high mechanical efficiency. Simple
routine maintenance and correct operation will deliver many years of service. However in the
event of unforeseen problems, Keenan’s world class service means you can be assured of a
prompt solution.
This supplement has been designed to present the additional parts lists, operational &
maintenance information for a rear feedout machine to the standard Keenan operators
manual for the model of machine. It is to be used in conjunction with the main operator’s
manual for the overall aspects of safety, operation, maintenance, parts lists & warranty.
Recent revision updates are indicated by a line in the right hand column as shown to the
right.
If you require further assistance or information, please contact your Physical Nutritionist.
Telephone numbers are listed on the back cover of this manual.

The Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon is the cornerstone of the Keenan Mech-Fiber
System delivering improved efficiency and profitability on the farm.
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2. Warning Notes
Please read this manual carefully before operating your new machine, paying particular
attention to the warning notes, explained here.
There are 3 different types of notes, as follows:

Using the manual

WARNING:
Texts with this symbol contain safety information.
They warn you of serious dangers, possibly involving accident or injury.

CAUTION:
Texts with this symbol draw your attention to a possible risk of damage to your
Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon. Failure to observe the information contained in
a caution may invalidate your warranty.

Note:
Texts with this heading give general information which improves the operation
efficiency of your Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon.

The Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon and the Keenan Mech-Fiber Bale Processor machines are subject to
International patents including the following:
Europe:
Japan:
Australia:
South Africa:

E0, 833,558
Pending
691418
96/3148

USA:
Canada:
New Zealand:

5,967,433
Pending
305943

WARNING:
Read the safety section (section 5) before attempting to operate the machine.
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3. Warning Signs

Danger of flying
objects.
Keep a safe distance
from the machine.

Stay clear of sharp
blades.

Do not open or remove
safety guards while the
machine is connected to
the tractor.

Never reach into
the rotating auger.
Danger of
entrapment.

Do not ride on the
platform or ladder.

Look out for
overhead power
lines.

Warning signs

Read the operators
manual before
using the machine.

Shut off the engine and
remove the key before
performing maintenance or
repair work on the machine.

Apply the handbrake
when parked.

Do not stand between the tractor
and mixer wagon while it is in
operation.
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4. Operating Principles
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual for general operating principles

Feeding out

4.1

FEEDING OUT

There are two main types of rear feedout, depending on which option you have chosen:
1. Rear feedout with conveyor (this is either a movable or a fixed option) – see figure 1.1.
2. Rear feedout with tray – see figure 1.2.
During mixing, the mixing chamber is separated from the feed out chamber by a Variable
Feed Control (VFC) or guillotine door, thus ensuring complete mixing. The feed out chamber
contains an auger which runs the entire length of the machine.
When chopping/mixing is complete, the rear feed out tray, or conveyor*, should be set to the
required position, the PTO engaged and the VFC door dropped, allowing the material to be
swept up by the paddles and pushed onto the auger – see figure 2. The VFC door should be
partially opened at first, ¼ ways, and when feed is seen discharging then 15-20 seconds
should be allowed before opening the VFC door fully. Door position and ground speed should
be set/used to allow an even feed out rate.
*Commence the rear conveyor motor in the preferred direction (to feed to right or left).
It is important to do this before the VFC door is opened to eliminate material build up
on the conveyor.
The moveable conveyor is hydraulically operated and can be moved left & right to best
suit the feeding application. For feeding it can extend past the sides of the mixer and it
is recommended to retract to conveyor when it is not being used.
CAUTION:
The VFC door should only be opened or closed when the PTO is engaged (paddles
turning) when material is in the machine.

Figure 1.1: Rear Feedout with Conveyor
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4.2

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance

Figure 1.3: Keenan Mech-Fiber Mixer Wagon (Rear Feedout)

A properly operated and maintained Keenan mixer wagon will give years of trouble free
operation. Regular maintenance of the machine is essential both for long machine life
and also to meet the warranty requirements. Refer to instructions in maintenance section
of this supplement & the operator manual. Weekly cleaning of the machine is recommended
to prevent corrosion to the mixer body from old feed. The level of cleaning required will
depend on the material being mixed, but any material which sits or lodges on the
machine may both adversely affect the operation of the machine and affect the quality
of the mix if it subsequently falls into the feeder during mixing. It is therefore essential
that routine cleaning and washing down of the feeder is completed.
4.3

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

For Further Safety Precautions Refer to the Standard Operators Manual
Keenan mixer wagons have been designed to reduce risk to a minimum. However, as with
any machine, careful observation of safety procedures is necessary to prevent accidents.
See inside for further details on each section. If you have any further questions please
contact your local Keenan centre for advice.
WARNING:
Read the following safety section in the main operator manual before attempting to
operate the machine.
WARNING:
The operator is responsible for the safe operation of the machine at all times. This
machine should only be operated by one person at all times.

WARNING:
The Breakaway Safety Brake Device should be attached to the tractor at all times.
MF Rear Feedout Operator’s Manual
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5. Operation
5.1

Set-up

1. Refer to the Operators Manual set-up guidelines
2. Prior to the first use of the mixer, with the tractor engine at operating speed, run the
elevator belt running, open the vfc door and check for any noticeable reduction in the
belt speed or the operation of the VFC door. The minimum flow requirement of running
the conveyor and operating the VFC guillotine door is 70 litres / minute. If the tractor
supply is less or borderline on this supply it can result in the belt speed slowing down
on the opening of the VFC door or the VFC door opening at a reduced speed.
Possible solutions to overcome are
a) Confirm the tractor is up to the mixer operating speed as tractors with low flow rates
will have increased flow rate above engine idling speed
b) Connect the belt hydraulic motor to the priority flow spool connections on the tractor
and adjust any tractor setting to suit or
c) contact Keenan Service about fitting a priority flow valve to accommodate the
working of both functions. (see below notes)
3. The rear conveyor can be used to feed at a) the left hand side , b) the right hand side
or c) both sides (moveable conveyor option only). Well adjusted , clean tractor mirrors are
necessary to give adequate view of the feed exiting the conveyor.
4. A)Fixed conveyors are non-moveable and can either feed to the left only or the right
only, dependant on which way the belt is rotated.
B)Moveable Conveyors have a hydraulic ram attaching the conveyor to the mounting
frame. The conveyor can be adjusted to feed left, right or both sides together, The best
option suited to the customer’s feedout application is achieved by a combination the
positioning of the belt and the direction the belt is rotated. The moveable conveyor has
an indicator wheel at the front of the mixer to determine the rear conveyor location.

5.2

FEEDING OUT

1.
2.

Ensure that the VFC door is still closed.
If a conveyor is fitted, run the hydraulic motor by pushing the detent lever on the spool
valve block forward or backward to turn the belt in the required direction. If it is a
movable conveyor, first set the position by moving the middle lever on the spool valve
block forward or backward. There is a conveyor position indicator on the front of the
machine. If no conveyor is fitted, ignore this step.
Re-engage the tractor PTO at idle, increasing engine revs to between 1,400 and 1,600
rpm to achieve a paddles running speed of 6-8 rpm. Allow the TMR to loosen and
tumble for 15-20 seconds.
Partially open the VFC door, ¼ ways. Once the TMR is seen on the feed out
tray/conveyor, allow 15-20 seconds before opening the door fully.
Select a ground speed to feed out at an even rate along the feed area.
When feed out is complete, close the guillotine door and always disengage the PTO
before attempting to make tight turns away from the shed.

3.

4.

Feeding out

SET-UP

5.
6.

Note: If the conveyor stops as the VFC door is opening, material may build up on the
conveyer such that it falls out on the left hand side. It may even build up to such a point that it
MF Rear Feedout Operator’s Manual
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prevents the motor from starting up again – this is likely to be a limitation of the tractor
hydraulic flow to supply all functions.
If this occurs, please contact Keenan service and advise the details of both the symptoms &
the tractor used to operate the machine in order for a solution to be proposed. The reason for
this is that ready available tractor flow rates can vary, typically in the range of 40-120 litres
per minute, and performance is dependant on what the available flow rate is. If the mixer
wagon is fitted with a spool valve block it is possible to fit a priority valve (manual setting)
which can prioritize the oil flow to the primary function and the remaining flow will go to the
secondary function. It is recommended that priority be given to the hydraulic motor in this
case.
CAUTION:
Never open VFC door before engaging PTO - serious damage may be caused as a
result of sudden load being put on the auger. Disengage the PTO before turning
corners.
CAUTION:
For feeding the moveable conveyor can extend past the sides of the mixer and the
conveyor should be retracted when it is not being used.

6. Maintenance
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual for general Keenan maintenance
WARNING:
Prior to carrying out any maintenance on the machine, always ensure
tractor engine is stopped and disconnect the P.T.O. and hydraulic hoses
from the tractor. Observe safety precautions at all times when working on
machine, read Section 3 on safety before attempting to work on machine.
The recommended operating pressure in the hydraulic circuit is 170 bar and a flow rate of 40
litres per min. Replacement hoses should comply with DIN EN 853. When replacing hydraulic
hoses, always wear suitable protective equipment.
6.1

REAR FEEDOUT CONVEYOR

A conveyor system requires regular maintenance in order to achieve optimum performance.
Each week the conveyor needs to be checked to make sure that the belt is running straight
and not wearing unevenly on one side. If the belt is not running straight or is not tensioned
correctly then adjust the tension by adjusting the tensioner nuts on either side and run again
to check (there are 2 either side of the conveyor for even adjustment – see figure 1.4b). The
side plate nuts may also need to be loosened.
Note: The general guide for tensioning the belt is you should just be able to see the profile of
the rollers through the belt.
The conveyor surface needs to be kept clean at all times in order to avoid feed building up
and falling into the rollers during operation. Do not allow old feed to build up on the sides of
the belt.
MF Rear Feedout Operator’s Manual
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Rear Feedout

Each week ensure that the bearings are greased as per figure 1.4a below. Ensure that the
conveyor is free moving in each direction and there is no feed caught in the slideways.
Replace belts and side rubbers when they become worn otherwise conveyor will not function
properly. See section 9.3 for replacement part numbers.

Figure 1.4a : Rear feed out conveyor grease point

Figure 1.4b: Conveyor belt tensioning detail
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6.2

REAR FEEDOUT CONVEYOR BELT REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE

Procedure:
1. Remove the four locknuts holding the rear conveyor rubber shroud in place.
2. Remove the shroud retainer (P/N: FP160-053-0030) and rubber shroud (P/N: FP160-053-0029) – figure
1.5c.
3. Disconnect the rear lights at the plug connector located underneath the rear conveyor covers. Cut any cable
ties holding the light cable so that it can be moved out of the way. (The rear conveyor cover section is not
disconnected from the light cable)
4. Open the row of bolts along the rear bumper bar and remove the bumper bar.
5. Open the row of bolts along the upper edge of the rear conveyor cover section. Remove the rear conveyor
cover section being careful not to strain the light cable that is still attached to it. Place the cover underneath the
rear conveyor on the ground – figure 1.5a.
6. Release the tension on the conveyor belt by loosening the 8 bolts (4 on either side) on the conveyor belt
tensioner sub-assembly then screw back the adjuster rods on either side – figure 1.5b.
7. Slide the conveyor belt tensioner sub-assembly inwards and remove the conveyor belt by sliding it off the
conveyor assembly. The conveyor belt has to be threaded over the light cable and the rear conveyor cover
section that has been removed.
8. Replace in the above order to the above & refer to section 8.9 for the belt tensioning guidelines.

Figure 1.5a

Figure 1.5b

Figure 1.5c

7. Maintenance Checklist
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual

8. Rear Conveyor Specifications

Machine
Conveyor Type
Belt P/N *
Belt Size (mm)

Belt Sizes & Part Numbers
MF300
static
moveable
700571
700556
4700
4280

MF320 & MF340/360
static
moveable
700567
700571
5000
4700

*It is important to note, from time to time to suit particular feed applications the belt size used in production may be
different to the above, therefore for ordering parts providing the distance measurement between the drive roller and
non drive roller end shaft centres is recommended
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PART II
(Spare Parts)
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9. Parts Lists
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual for general parts

AUGER PARTS

Parts list

9.1

Item:
320
TBC
7

P/N:
340
FP160-0090032

Qty:
360
FP200009-0109

1

Description:

Auger Assembly (Rear Feedout)

Table 1: Auger assembly
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9.2

AUGER CHAMBER / GUILLOTINE DOOR PARTS

Item:

P/N:

Parts list

320
4
5
9

701433
704093
same as 340

Qty:

Description:

300/340/360
701158
704094
FP200-006-0075

1
1
2

Front Guillotine Door Hydraulic Cylinder (Big)
Rear Guillotine Door Hydraulic Cylinder (Small)
Guillotine Door Ram Access Cover

Table 2: Auger chamber assembly
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REAR FEEDOUT CONVEYOR PARTS

Parts list

9.3

P/N:

Item:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7*
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 **
19
20**
21
17 & 20

300 (4280mm
belt)
FP300-053-0011
700858

320/340/360
(4700mm belt)
FP160-053-0048
Same as 300

FP140-053-0029
FP140-053-0016
FP140-053-0049
FP160-053-0011
701070
700243
FP140-053-0021
FP140-053-0025
703952
FP140-053-0073
701058
700255
700257
EF102-109
FP140-053-0014
700556 ***
FP160-051-0085
FP140-053-0059
FP140-053-0074
FP300-053-0046

Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
700571 ***
Same as 300
FP160-053-0018
Same as 300
FP160-053-0076

Qty:

1
4
1
2
4
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
28
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Description:

Rear Feedout Bumper Bar
Rear Feedout Conveyor Bearing UCFL 207
Rear Feedout Conveyor Idler Roller Assembly
Rear Feedout Conveyor Threaded Bar Adjuster
Rear Feedout Conveyor Nylon Slide (Short)
Rear Feedout Conveyor Mounting-Frame Complete Assembly
Rear Feedout Conveyor Hydraulic Ram (Keen 17)
M12 X 100 Cupheads
Rear Feedout Conveyor Drive Roller Assembly
Key, 8 x 7mm
Shaft Coupling, for Hydraulic Motor Connection
Motor Mounting Bracket
Hydraulic Motor, 100cc
Screws M12 X 45 Setscrews
M12 x 50 bolts
Grease Block quick release fitting & nipple
Rear Feedout Long Sub Assembly
Rear Feedout Conveyor Belt (not shown here)***
Keyway 10*8
Conveyor Adjustable End
Motor Mount Guard
Conveyor assembly including belt

Table 3: Rear Feedout Moveable Conveyor Assembly
Notes:
* There is no ram on the static conveyor assembly option.
** A longer belt (part number 700567 & Adjustable End FP160-053-0052) is used on the static conveyor assembly
320/340/360 option with a 5000mm*600mm belt. Likewise for a 300 static option with a 4700mm belt (part number 700571 &
Adjustable End FP160-053-0018)
***It is important to note, the above belts listed are standard but at times to suit particular feed applications the belt size used
in production may be different to the above, therefore for ordering parts providing the distance measurement between the
drive roller and non drive roller end shaft centres is recommended
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Parts list

Item:
1
2
3
4
5

300
FP300-053-0007
FP300-053-0014
FP300-053-0013
700337
FP300-053-0047

P/N:
320
FP140-053-0065
FP160-053-0026
FP160-053-0025
Same as 300
FP140-053-0079

Qty:
340/360
FP160-053-0028
Same as 320
Same as 320
Same as 300
FP160-053-0080

1
2
2
20
1

Description:
Rear Feedout Cover Sub-Assembly - Large
Rear Feedout Conveyer Rubber
Rear Feedout Conveyer Rubber Retainer
5mm Pop Rivet
Rear Feedout Cover Sub-Assembly - Small

Table 4: Rear Feedout Cover Assembly
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Item:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

300
FP160-003-0015
700849
701273
FP300-053-0049
FP160-053-0032
704460
701273
700849
FP300-053-0033
FP300-053-0025
FP160-053-0030
FP300-053-0032

P/N:
320
EF103-32
700842
Same as 300
FP140-053-0078
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
700842
Same as 300
N/A
Same as 300
FP300-053-0032

Qty:
340/360
Same as 300
702294
701274
FP160-053-0079
Same as 300
Same as 300
701273
700842
Same as 300
Same as 300
Same as 300
FP300-053-0032

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

Description:
Rear Access Slot Cover Plate
Bearing Assy, Flange Mount
Aluminium Casting Bearing Cover
Rear Feedout Conveyor Cover Assembly
Rear Feedout Conveyor Rubber Shroud
Rear Light Clusters
Aluminium Cast Bearing Cover
Bearing Assy, Flange Mount
Rear Feedout Conveyor Rubber Shroud Assembly
Rear Feedout Shroud Assembly
Rear Feedout Rubber Shroud Mounting Plate
Rear Feedout Rubber Stop Plate

Parts list

Table 5: Rear Feedout with Conveyor Assembly (Both Mech-Fiber 340 & 360)
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9.4

REAR FEEDOUT WITH TRAY PARTS

8

Parts list

Item:

P/N:
320

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TBC
700701
TBC
FP160-001-0108
FP160-053-0030
FP160-053-0032
FP160-003-0031
FP160-053-0029

Qty:

300/340/360
FP160-013-0001
Same as 320
FP160-003-0037
Same as 320
Same as 320
Same as 320
Same as 320
Same as 320

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Description:
Ladder Assembly With Perforated Rungs
Moulded Light Pod
Feedout Tray Mounting Plate Assembly
Rear Feedout Indicator - Pulley Mount Assembly
Rear Feedout Rubber Shroud Mounting Plate
Rear Feedout Conveyor Rubber Shroud (Small)
Rear Feedout Tray Assembly
Rear Feedout Conveyor Rubber Shroud (Large)

Table 6: Rear Feedout with Tray Assembly (Both Mech-Fiber 340 & 360)
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10. Troubleshooting
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual & section 3 of this supplement

11. WARRANTY
Refer to the Keenan Operators Manual for the standard Keenan Warranty Policy

12. EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Conformity

EC Declaration of Conformity.
In accordance with Directive 2006/42/EC.
Manufacturer:
Richard Keenan & Co. Ltd.,
Borris,
Co. Carlow,
Ireland.
Certifies that the Keenan Mech-Fiber 340/Mech-Fiber 360 complies with the essential safety
requirements of the Directive 2006/42/EC.
To conform to these essential health and safety requirements, the provisions of the following
harmonized standards were particularly considered.
BS EN ISO 12100-1, BS EN ISO 12100-2, I.S. EN ISO 13857, I.S. EN ISO 5674, EN349,
EN703, I.S. EN ISO 4254-1, ISO 11684, ISO 12140
Date: 9th September 2009

Signed: ___________________________________
James Greene, Managing Director
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13. CONTACT DETAILS

Contact Details

Head Office
Richard Keenan & Company Limited
Borris, Co. Carlow, Ireland.
Tel:
+353 (0) 59 9771200
Fax:
+353 (0) 59 9771227
Email:
info@keenansystem.com
Website:
www.keenansystem.com

UK Office
Richard Keenan (UK) Ltd
6th Street, National Agricultural Centre,
Stoneleigh Park, Kenilworth,
Warwickshire CV8 2RL, England.
Tel. Administration: +44 (0) 24 766 98200
Fax:
+44 (0) 24 766 98273
Nutrition Feedline: +44 (0) 24 766 98270
24 hr Service:
+44 (0) 24 766 98297
Website:
www.keenansystem.com

French Office
Keenan France SARL,
Z.A. des Rolandières,
Rue des Rolandières,
35120 Dol-de-Bretagne, France.
Tel:
+33 (0) 299 480254
Fax:
+33 (0) 299 480577
Email:
keenansystem@keenan.fr

German Office Keenan GmbH
Wessumer St. 88
48683 Ahaus
Germany
Tel:
+49 (0) 2561 449380
Fax:
+49 (0) 2561 4493858
Service Hotline
0700 533 626 767
Email:
keenansystem@keenan.fr
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